Proposal 4 - Update Show Rules Article 1 (Definitions)

Rationale:
A number of definitions in Article 1 need updating (e.g. allow use of email), to use correct terminology or to stop using undefined terms.

Pros:
- Ensures that the definitions are now correct

Cons:
- Some changes are unnecessary as electronic methods are implied

Amendments to Article ONE:

21.6 RECOGNIZED BREED - Any of the recognized breeds of felines listed in rules Standing Rules Category I through V.

21.9 REGISTRATION PENDING - For purposes of entry in shows. Registration mailed submitted to Executive Office but not returned at time of entry in show.

21.15 SPLIT CONTINUOUS FORMAT SHOW - A show in which some of the judges judge part of the entries one day and the other entries the next day. This is considered a two or more day show. Exhibits may be entered for one or more days.

21.28 TRAINEE - A member of this Association who has applied for and been accepted into the judging program and has successfully completed all examinations and requirements and is entitled to work train or handle in the judging rings with instructors.

21.29 JUDGES LIST - The official list of TICA judges and their status as published in the TICA TREND, TICA Yearbook and on TICA’s official web site.

21.64 CRYPTORCHID - A male cat having no descended testicles with the condition in which one or both of the testes fail to descend.

21.65 SHOWS - Licensed by TICA may be sponsored by one or more clubs and may consist of one or more rings with any combination of allbreed and/or specialty rings using awards as specified in 212.3 Top Five or Top Ten format or any combination thereof.

21.68 ALLBREED SHOWS - Shows wherein all breeds of cats and Household pets are eligible to compete for awards

21.69 LONGHAIR/SHORTHAIR SPECIALTY SHOWS - Shows wherein all breeds of longhair or all breeds of shorthair cats and LH/SH Household pets are eligible to compete for awards
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